
nside the foyer of Roy Thomson Hall, Arvinda and
Preena Chauhan's stuffed paneer and potato pakora
triangles with tomato-mint chutney are a hit with
the crowd. Curious tasters swarm their table askins

questions between munches. The mother-daughter duo is
here for an annual breast cancer fundraiser, Eat to the Beat,
which features more than 55 of Canada's top female chefs
and food industrv orofessionals.

Preena, 30, tells her mother when they run out of pakoras.
The quieter Arvinda reaches behind her into a large foil
container and places more pakoras on a toothpick inserted
in a green organic pumpkin. "Does that ever look good,"
remarks a man, passing by the table. "Why, thank you,"
says Arvinda, dressed in a brown embroidered blouse. "It
has sprouted mung beans in it. Would you like to try it? It 's
all vegetarian and healthy for you."

Healthy eating has become Arvinda and Preena's focus.
The Indian cooks run a successful Toronto- and Oakville-
based Indian cooking school and specialty Indian food
product l ine called Arvinda's. The cooking school is
Arvinda's baby, but the product line is owned by Preena
and her brother, Paresh. It's hard to tell where the mother
ends and the daughter begins, but they wouldn't have it any
other way.

Girls
Mother-daughter team uses spices instead
of saturated fats to flavour their cookins.

Words Shereen Dindar

New Ventures, Old Ingredients
Arvinda's offers unique spice blends and masala, but the
main difference between Arvinda's and other popular curry
masala and pastes is that they contain no oil, preservatives
or additives, keeping in l ine with the philosophy that
Indian food can be healthy. Similarly, the cooking school
buys some organic and locally grown produce though
a Community Shared Agriculture program, based in
Oakville, Ontario, and uses very little oil in the fbod.

Arvinda and Preena seem to have tapped into a western
public hungry for good-quality Indian food, but also
concerned about their waistlines. Arvinda's product line
has jumped from five to l5 products in just two years,
and the women have unintentionally sprouted an informal
business of taking their cooking-school students on
culinary trips to India.

Preena employs the principles of the slow food movement
in her business by adopting the idea that healthy food
takes time to cook and prepare, and should not be rushed.
"People are starting to go back to their roots, and this is
what the slow food movement is about, using traditional
cooking methods with local products," she says. Her
products do require a bit more time to use than other
ready-made curry pastes on the market.
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All the recipes for Arvinda's products are family secrets.
The spices are grown in India, but the product is processed
and packaged in a factory in Oakville. They are high-
end products sold in grocery stores, such as Pusateri's in
Toronto.

Their success is noted in their students' testimonies on
their website. "I want to thank you for helping to inspire
me and broaden my passion for cooking - Indian food, as
you know, was something I loved but couldn't eat much
of because of the amount of oil used traditionally. Your
method of cooking was great to learn and has helped
immensely," writes one student. And another told Preena,
"Wow, you've changed our lives, changed the way we eat.
Thank you."

A Family Affair
In 1993, while cooking for a fundraiser in Hamilton,
Ont.. Arvinda and Preena Chauhan were bombarded
with questions about the food. Arvinda ended up doing
impromptu cooking demonstrations. People left their
business cards and told the women to contact them if
they ever decided to start teaching. "I said to my mom,
wow, you really love cooking and people love the way
you explain things. It would be great if you could offer
classes," she says. It felt natural to the women to start

ing. Food was always a focal point in their lives, their
constantly filled with friends they would invite

for meals.

they relay the story of how their cooking school got
Preena and Arvinda often complete each other's

Arvinda talks about leavins her much-loved
job at a small communications firm to start her

ing school. "Even though I had a great job, it was like
was something missing." Preena jumps into explain,

guess she had a void because she was unable to express
creativity." Arvinda considers cooking as another art

"It's like the spices are your palette and you are
your own picture," she says.

it wasn't creativity that led Arvinda to the kitchen - it
necessity. Arvinda's expertise in Indian cuisine comes
years of experience cooking food for her grandfather

when she was just a teenager. Arvinda would

apply Ayurvedic principles in her cooking - a traditional
form of medicine based on the idea that all people should
eat specific foods according to their body type, Kapha,
Pitta or Vata. Arvinda's mother passed away when she
was young, and it was the responsibility of her and her
four siblings to take care of themselves. She had a baby
sister who was only six months old, and although her
grandparents were alive, Arvinda and her older sister
took the lead in raising her. "We lived in a little village,
Kakamega, in Kenya with no running water, and we would
grind our own spices and flour," she says. But Arvinda's
lack of formal training in Indian cooking is not something
that concerns her now that she teaches classes. "Indian
cuisine is so complex that you can't learn it from taking
just a few classes or going to school. It really comes from
experience."

Arvinda came to Canada in 1974, giving birth to her son,
Parash, soon after arriving. A couple ofyears later Preena
was born. The environment in their home growing up
always revolved around conserving energy, reusing things
and respecting nature. "We had a vegetable garden growing
up, have been composting for years and have only ever had
one garbage bag," Preena says. Because oftheir interest in
a healthy environment, they believe their interest in healthy
Indian cooking is a natural extension.

Girl Power
Preena learned to cook from her mother, who would
often enlist her help when growing up. "On a weekend,
when we would take the girls camping, I would ask for
Preena's help in organizing the menu," Arvinda says.
Equipped with her mom's training, Preena now leads
cooking classes alongside Arvinda. Seeing how good their
low-fat dishes are, the women make sure to apply healthy
cooking techniques to traditional methods in their classes
of anywhere from six to 26 students who are mostly home-
cooks. "People tend to think that flavour comes from fat,
but with all the spices in Indian food it is not necessary,"
Preena says.

And as the crowds thin out in the foyer of Roy Thomson
Hall, Preena and Arvinda Chauhan pack up, knowing
they're making a difference in people's diets, even people's
lives. One pakora at a time.
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